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Abstract

We are developing a monolithic active pixel sensor referred to as XRPIX for X-ray astronomy on the
basis of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) CMOS technology. A crucial issue in our recent development is the
impact of incomplete charge collection on the spectroscopic performance. We found that an emission
line spectrum exhibits large low-energy tails when the size of the buried p-well (BPW), which acts as the
charge-collection node, is small. Moreover, in charge sharing events, the peak channels of the emission lines
shift toward channels lower than those without charge sharing. This suggests that the charge-collection
efficiency (CCE) is degraded at the pixel boundary. For a detailed investigation, we measured the sub-pixel
response of XRPIX by irradiating with a 10 µmφ pencil bean at SPring-8. We confirmed that the CCE is
degraded at the pixel boundary and presume that there are insensible regions at the pixel boundaries.
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1. Introduction

X-ray charge-coupled devices (CCDs) are standard
imaging spectrometers widely used in modern X-ray as-
tronomy. They have good performance because of their
small pixel sizes (∼20 µm) and the Fano factor limita-
tion on the energy resolution (∼130 eV in FWHM at 6
keV). However, CCDs suffer from problems such as poor
time resolution (a few seconds) and a high non-X-ray
background especially above 10 keV due to interactions
of cosmic rays. Therefore, we have been developing a
new type of active pixel sensors, referred to as XRPIX,
with high-speed readouts and low background.

XRPIX is fabricated using the silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) CMOS technology and consists of three layers: a
low resistivity Si layer for CMOS circuits with a thick-
ness of ∼5 µm, a high resistivity depleted Si layer for
X-ray detection with a thickness ≥100 µm, and a buried
oxide layer (BOX layer) for insulation between these two
layers (∼200 nm). Each pixel has a sensor node of p+

implanted in a sensor layer and a contact made by con-
necting the p+ and a CMOS circuit in the BOX layer. A
buried p-well (BPW) is implemented around the p+ to
collect signal charge and to suppress the back-gate effect

of the CMOS circuit. A pixel readout circuit with self-
trigger capability, achieved a time resolution of <10 µs.
It achieves a very low non-X-ray background by using
surrounding scintillators as anti-coincidence shields.

XRPIX1 is the first prototype, the details of which are
reported in Ryu et al. 2011. Subsequently, we developed
XRPIX1b in which a gain twice that of XRPIX1 was
realized by reducing the size of the BPW. These devices
have the same pixel size (30.6×30.6 µm2) and format
(32 × 32 pixels). The BPW sizes are 21 × 21 µm2 and
14 × 14 µm2 for XRPIX1 and XRPIX1b, respectively.
These devices have high resistivity floating zone (FZ)
wafers (ρ ≥ 1 kΩ cm). In this study, we investigate the
effect of CCE on spectral quality by using XRPIX1 and
XRPIX1b.

2. Difference of Peaks between Single- and Two-Pixel
Events

Figure 1 shows the spectra of 13.9 keV and 17.7 keV
241Am X-rays obtained by using XRPIX1 and XRPIX1b
operated with a back bias voltage of 50 V, where both
the devices have a similar depletion depth of ∼250 µm.
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We define events in which charge cloud generated by X-
rays fell into a pixel as single-pixel events and those in
which charge is shared by adjacent two pixels as two-
pixel events. In the case of XRPIX1 (Figure 1(a)), the
spectra of the single- and two-pixel events look almost
the same. However, for XRPIX1b (Figure 1(b)), the
peaks in the two-pixel event spectrum are located at sig-
nificantly lower channels than those in the single-pixel
event spectrum. We also found that the spectral shapes
obtained with XPRIX1b are distorted with large low-
energy tails when compared with those obtained with
XRPIX1.

The distortion of the spectral shape in XRPIX1b in-
dicates that the CCE is worse in XRPIX1b than in XR-
PIX1. This degradation in CCE is possibly caused by
the smaller size of the BPW. The shifts of the peak also
suggest that CCE is lower at the pixel boundary than
that at the pixel center because the two-pixel events are
predominantly at the pixel edge.
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Fig. 1. X-ray spectra of 13.9 keV and 17.7 keV X-rays obtained with
(a) XRPIX1 and (b) XRPIX1b. Note that the red and blue lines
denote the spectra of the single- and two-pixel events, respectively.

3. Experiment at SPring-8

For a detailed investigation, we measured the sub-pixel
response of XRPIX1b by irradiating the device with a
10 µmφ pencil beam at SPring-8. We scanned the device
with a 6 µm pitch and obtained data at 121 positions in
total. We used 8 keV and 17.7 keV beams. The bias
voltage is 200 V, with which the sensor layer is fully
depleted (500 µm).

In Figure 2, we plot photon counts as a function of
beam position. We found that the photon counts drop
at the positions corresponding to the pixel boundaries.
The detection efficiency at these positions are ∼20 %
and ∼80 % for 8.0 keV and 17.7 keV, respectively. The
results can be explained if there are insensible regions
with a thickness of ∼100 µm at the interface of the sensor
and BOX layers.

We also obtained the spectra at the pixel center and
boundary (Figure 3). The spectra obtained at the pixel
boundary have larger low-energy tails and peak shift
than those obtained at the pixel center. We confirmed

that the CCE is degraded at the pixel boundary. This
also supports the hypothesis that the signal charge is lost
at the insensible regions.
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Fig. 2. Photon counts by irradiating XRPIX1b with (a) 8.0 keV and
(b) 17.7 keV X-ray beams.
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Fig. 3. X-ray spectra by irradiating (a) the pixel center and (b)
boundary with 8.0 keV X-rays obtained XRPIX1b. Note that the
red and blue lines denote the spectra of the single- and two-pixel
events, respectively.

4. Summary

We have been developing XRPIX using the SOI CMOS
technology for future X-ray astronomical satellite mis-
sion. We found that an X-ray spectrum obtained by
using XRPIX1b has greater low-energy tails when com-
pared with that obtained by using XRPIX1. Moreover,
in the XRPIX1b, the peak in the spectrum of the two-
pixel events shifts lower than those of the single-pixel
events. Therefore, we suggest that CCE is lower at the
pixel boundary than that at the pixel center because the
two-pixel events are predominantly at the pixel edge. For
a detailed investigation, we measured the sub-pixel CCE
of XRPIX1b using with a 10 µmφ pencil bean at SPring-
8. We confirmed that the CCE is degraded at the pixel
boundary and presume that there are ∼100 µm thick
insensible regions at the interface of sensor and BOX
layers.
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